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Pay homage to Professor Hellsing
by sinking your teeth into Hellsing
token as we begin our journey into
the Hellsing Metaverse
This whitepaper should be treated as a work in progress, as our vision for the Hellsing token
Metaverse is constantly progressing and evolving. We will update this document periodically and
these changes will be reflected on our website for transparency.
Website

: https://hellsinginu.com/

Telegram

: https://t.me/hellsinginu

Twitter

: https://twitter.com/HellsingInu
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Introduction
Prepare yourself, for Hellsing token requires your sacrifice. Hellsing token is an ERC-20 token on
the Ethereum blockchain--the ultimate horror-fantasy metaverse token. Come along as we do
everything in our power to defeat the forces of evil.
The Team: The Hellsing token development team believes in progress, results, and transparency.
Our roots are in cryptocurrency, we come from a wide variety of backgrounds, and our goal is to
transform the very core of the DeFi space. Our community is as passionate and supportive as
we are, and they’ve handed us their trust in exchange for progress, results, and transparency.

Won’t you join us?

Tokenomics
Supply:

1,000,000,000,000,000,000

4%

Marketing

4%

Team

2%

Reflections

“

The night is still so
young, and the real fun
is yet to start! Hurry,
hurry, hurry, HURRY!!”
www.hellsinginu.com
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The Hellsing
Metaverse
A metaverse is an extensive digital
world that links together multiple
services and products, creating shared
experiences for all the participants in
the metaverse. The Hellsing token team
aspires to develop a metaverse for both
horror and fantasy fans alike.

“

Hellsing token is designed to be a major
utilitarian token within the Hellsing
Metaverse and have applicable uses
within Legions of Hellsing--a blockchainbased NFT adventure game that will
be launched on the Ethereum network,
with plans to integrate cross-chain
compatibility. Eventually, we plan to add
many features, including play-to-earn
functionality. As Legions of Hellsing is
being developed, we will be developing
and deploying several assets, each with
its own role within the metaverse…

Resignation is what kills people.
Once they’ve rejected resignation,
humans gain the privilege of
making humanity their footpath.”

www.hellsinginu.com
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Hellsing Metaverse Features
Hellswap is a decentralized exchange (DEX) that will allow users to
quickly and easily obtain $Hellsing, Hellsing metaverse tokens, and
any token we are partnered with.
Hellswap will work with a multitude of wallets, and be a fully
customizable DEX experience. We will also be partnering with
other tokens in the community to provide easy access to many of
your other favorite tokens.
Bazaar of Hellsing is an NFT auction that will serve as the first
opportunity to purchase in-game characters and items. Each NFT
will hold metadata based on a variety of in-game qualities and
characteristics, and each will have their own aesthetic appeal.
What more awaits? Join us to find out, for we have much in
store for our community.

www.hellsinginu.com
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Timeline
As you may well know, we believe in progress, results, and transparency.

We expect Hellswap to be fully-functional
no later than Mid-November.
As we wrap up development of Hellswap, we will begin to work on the Bazaar
of Hellsing.

We plan to launch the Bazaar of Hellsing
NFT series no later than Mid-December.**
While we have no official release date for the
Legions of Hellsing, its development is not
mutually exclusive to our other projects. We have
two teams working on the Hellsing Metaverse-one for Metaverse features and one exclusively
devoted to this game. We will show consistent
progress to our community, and will have a
playable demo version as soon as possible.

** Subject to change

“

Don’t look down
on humans, you
monsters. Come
on. I’ll send you
all to hell.”
www.hellsinginu.com
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While our polished product will be a fantastic
climax to an unbelievable adventure, we want
to make the journey comfortable as well. As
we travel through the Hellsing Metaverse, our
holders can expect a variety of contests,
giveaways, and--of course--marketing plans.
But before we depart, we want to take a moment and extend our heartfelt thanks to
the members within the Hellsing community and our investors. Your warm reception
and support have made for an unforgettable experience so far, and we expect
nothing less from the future. We cannot adequately express our gratitude for the
faith you’ve put in us. We’re glad to stand by your side, and we’re excited to reward
you for that confidence.
We’ll accompany you along the way with progress, results, and transparency.

Extending Our Sincerest Thanks,,
The Hellsing token Team

DexTools Chart
https://www.dextools.io/app/ether/pair-explorer/0x9f0f0fede68bb21c46b629c183b0720039f9841e
Etherscan
https://etherscan.io/token/0xb087c2180e3134db396977065817aed91fea6ead
Lock
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xea73b278deafeb1de55f6f2ed5915ae08104f6a4f535fa86ced0dd6ff61929ce
Renounced
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x91ae853e01c25f1ca12a1a2f71d07596fc6e1a31d3212ccabeb47c762957e37b
Marketing Wallet
0x519671E1bA3ff7Cc9cA50Fae3FBB8058AE6ef318
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